
 

 

Community Feedback on security recommendation questions 

In the beginning of June 2019 the security sub-committee circulated a recommendation document. 

This is the feedback on the questions received from members of the community with regard to the recommendations.  

Should you have received this without having received the recommendations, please WhatsApp or e-mail Nire’ for a copy: 
0795824754 or nire@r-d.co.za 

Process going forward 

Through the feedback it became clear that we need to highlight and clarify the following: 

 The Sub-committee recommendations are only the recommendations of one of the multitude of options which was 

investigated comprehensively by this group. The recommendation document was sent to provide information and open 

the conversation on the most “desirable” points from where the RFP, feedback and presentation can broaden the 

discussion to those alternatives raised by the community. The RFP includes both these recommendations and those 

alternatives investigated. This means the recommendations focus on self-owned component infrastructure which will 

allow for a comprehensive system to be built over either a short or long term, based on how the funds become 

available. The total RFP, which is being evaluated, has the additional options of rental to allow for comprehensive 

consideration. 

 The recommendations together with the RFP will determine the eventual implementation items and process. The 

community at this AGM will be asked to consider only the additional elements to current security. This means that our 

current infrastructure and operations stay in place. Whether the service provider changes and we adjust quantities 

and/or process etc. will be determined by the outcome of the RFP and the new Board. The community will only be 

asked to vote on the future focus and addition of AUTOMATION, LPR and CCTV to the existing: 

o Who wants which if not all? 

o Which would be priority if majority wants it? 

o Should we fund it by special levy or monthly contribution or both? 

o Should we rent or own? 

o Who would commit to contributing? 

 Every historical fact, suggestions and concern received from the community, board, service providers, manufacturers, 

SAPS and JMPD has been applied or is being evaluation in the RFP. The full content of these are vast and conversations 

in their own right. As such they are impossible to incorporate in a community wide process in written form. In this 

regard, please read the following feedback to the questions, understanding that this is the abbreviated answers to well 

investigated items which are currently going through, and will continue to be, scrutinised in-depth for both reliability 

and validity. Obviously we in no way think we have seen or considered every item possible. We are saying we believe 

we have dealt with most. 

Members of the sub-committee will continue working on the RFP and assist the current and new Board with information. The 

process is however moving towards a point where the Board, with the authority to act, will take the outcomes and develop an 

implementation plan dependent on the feedback from the community and the actualisation of funds. Understandably the 

people controlling the resources should be “driving the bus”. 

We thank the community for your personal investment and input into the recommendations, your continued interest in security 

matters and for the constructive communication with sub-committee members and on the Security Conversations group 

throughout this process.  

Although we looking forward to resuming our general status as neighbours only, we remain available for any information 

required in relation to our work. Please forward any such enquiries to Nire on nire@r-d.co.za. Just a reminder that these will be 

only in relation to what we investigated, found and recommended. Any questions regarding security providers and what 

ultimately will be implemented as well as the process going forward will be directed by the board. 
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The following are the questions as we received them with the answers we can provide. Please note, where similar or the same 

question was posed we tried to answer in one response. Where suggestions were made we condensed them to be included in 

the evaluation of the actual proposals from prospective suppliers. 

Staff / boom guarding  
 

 Are we terminating staff for this new proposal? If yes- are they a security risk? Can they be re-deployed with supplier 
infrastructure elsewhere? 
We do propose to cut grade C staff by one and institute response staff. The staff with our current security provider are 
permanent employees with a bargaining council, by law they need to be re-deployed within the supplier’s infrastructure. 
Obviously we are however not able to instruct the supplier on their employment relations and would not be able to 
guarantee anything. We do not believe they should be a security risk any more than they have the potential to currently be 
a security risk. Although a valid concern this is a question we can only prepare for with the supplier and staff we have at any 
given time. 

 One of our good points of our current system is that our security know where the incoming vehicles are headed (mostly) 
because of the face to face contact at the boom. The new system will remove this. The question is how will the patrols now 
know whether a vehicle is at its correct destination or even suspicious, if it doesn’t get flagged by the new boom system? 
The sub-committee has ensured that the requirement to retain current staff is included in the RFP. This means that all new 
and current suppliers participating must comment on whether they are able to employ our current staff. During our 
investigations many of the companies we spoke to were more than willing to employ our current staff as long as they fulfil 
the legal and skills requirements for employment in the industry. This is as much as can be expected and if the current staff 
choose not to move to new employment we will lose some if not all. In this case it will be up to the new board to determine 
the weight of this element against the other gains of possibly moving. The RFP evaluation committee will also consider this 
in the evaluation process.  

 Are there no other measures that may be applied - like enforcing the Stop Streets, Traffic Calming Measures such as 
temporary Speed Strips, etc. that may be deployed to stop and/or slow Vehicles to aid Guards Monitoring even under 
these circumstances? 
All the suggestions can be employed to slow down traffic, however in general this is not needed. It is in peak traffic 
times that you would be most needful of such initiatives but would not be allowed to use them in accordance with the 
law. Further to this these measures have to be employed with everyone equally and will become problematic to 
residents having to spend time at booms. The best solution would be to get everyone through the gates as effectively 
as possible with guards able to focus on visually assessing and technology ensuring effective capturing of data. 

 How will Tailgating be prevented? 
In the same manner it is currently, the guard is physically there. Where there is an insistence of this behaviour it would 
be as possible then as it is now. 

 What are the envisioned Maintenance and Repair Costs? 
As stated on the recommendation the maintenance cost would be R1520.00 per month during the warrantee period. 
After warrantee we have a price of R3500.00 per month. Any repair falls either under the maintenance or insurance 
dependent on if it is a labour repair or hardware replacement. This obviously depends on the service provider chosen 
but would be the effect based on the recommendations investigated. 

 What happens when a Vehicle damages the Automated Boom? 
The insurance repairs the boom and will decide to pursue the person who damaged it or not. 

 How will access be gained through automated booms if no discrimination is allowed? 
Guards will open the booms as they currently do. Instead of walking back and forth to open they will push a button on a 
remote allowing them more time for observation, which is the main purpose of having guards. 

 If no automation happens how will one Guard manage the Access Points alone? 
If automation does not happen the guard will operate the gate as he does currently (During off peak times there are only 
one guard at the gates as the other is on patrol). During peak times the gates will be removed as is legally required and will 
thus not pose a problem for the guard. 

 For R8, 816.67 we lose half the guards and have to add a vehicle we currently get for free? 
This is not correct, the community does not receive a vehicle for free, and the vehicle in question is in the community 
directly as a result of the individual contracts of home owners and has no relation to the monthly community bill of 
R59000.00+. This vehicle will stay in the community on this basis for as long as the number of independent contracts run. 
Our recommendation is to go with a supplier who provides a vehicle as part of the community spend and does so within the 
current budget (thus we gain an approximate R64000.00 resource within the current spend of R59000.00). This vehicle will 
then be in addition to the other, which the recommendation does not effect. In regard to the guards the proposal is to 
reduce the grade C guards, who have no reaction skills or training, with the vehicle and the reaction guards in the vehicle. 
These obviously have reaction skills and training. 

 Has the prospective alternative providers been told to keep the guards? 
No, the prospective providers have been asked to tender and in their tender indicate whether they are able or willing to 
retain the current guards. 
 



 

 

 Fleeing criminals will not be concerned with the potential threat of one Guard. 
This is an opinion for which we have no basis currently. We have not even been able to definitively determine the route of 
fleeing criminals in any of the incidents. One vehicle out of all the incidents (going back four years) was stopped as it was 
stolen, this was done and reported by one guard. Further to this the guards are not armed and would not be able to stop a 
vehicle intent on fleeing even if there are two at all gates at all times. 
 

Boomed entrance / exit points and pedestrian gates 

 How would the manual vs automated booms work? 
The manual booms will remain exactly as they are and where they are. The automated booms will be installed just behind 
the manual booms. The automated booms will operate exactly as the current manual booms do, except that they will be 
opened with a remote and will close after the sensor detected one vehicle has passed. When there is bad weather or 
electrical disruption the automated booms are still operational. In the event of a technical fault or power disruption to the 
point that a back-up battery runs out the stand-by position is for the booms to raise. At this point the manual booms will be 
lowered and manually operated until the automated booms are again operational. The aim is to utilise the guard’s time 
better in assisting residents and non-residents with access and direction. (visualy monitoring) 

 Why not driver push button system? 
The law requires any closure to be able to remove barriers for emergency vehicles, there are legal specifications on the size 
of the clearing needed for these vehicles. Currently our roads are too narrow to allow for a permanent centre island housing 
a push button system. To widen the road requires an application to JRA which needs to be accompanied by traffic 
evaluations, engineering evaluations etc. The cost of this would be unachievable and unnecessary in light of alternatives 
such as we have proposed. 

 Why not automate only Letaba where it gets busy? 
This suggestion will be put forward to the new board. This is an option especially in the event of having to implement in 
stages as funding is available. 

 How do we mitigate movement of crime to Jukskei once Satara and Canterbury is closed? 
 Why is it necessary to have Hampton open 24 hrs? 
 Has an option of a Hampton pedestrian gate been looked at? 

As mentioned a security risk application will be made to COJ in relation to closing Jukskei. All of these options will however 
depend on the decision to close which will be made by the new board. The proposal however does have 5mp camera 
system proposed for Jukskei and the instillation of security lighting. In addition the patrol and monitoring functions will 
focus on this access point as they will on the two entrances. Effectively it will allow for the security currently spread over 
five access points to focus on three. Legally we have to have two entrances into the suburb or we will not be allowed the 
closure, this is a JRA requirement for vehicle movement through any enclosure. An application can be put forward for such 
additional closure, but would most likely not succeed as the JRA will raise traffic flow concerns. 

 Will the extra traffic at the booms be a problem? 
We do not, based on current and historical data and operation, foresee any significant problems. Currently any one person, 
vehicle, company or transport facility has the full right to enter our suburb. Where people are currently dropped at the 
pedestrian gates they will be dropped at the entrance gates. In other circumstances they will now be driven to their 
destination. Most of this movement is current and the additional traffic is not expected to be significant. Regardless of this 
the new requirements is for all barriers to be open/removed during peak periods, it is for this reason that the dependents 
shifts to the LPR and CCTV systems for monitoring during such times. If for any reason the closure appears to cause major 
problems we did not anticipate, it is easy to remove. We would however have attempted to solve the current security risks 
associated with our pedestrian gates. 

 Are these still PVC Pole Booms or do they come with a further deterrent like a Skirt? 
Our pricing is based on the following: 

 

 Why close pedestrian gates if properties have their own access? 
Properties are not under the authority or control of anyone in the community other than the owner and COJ. This is like 
asking why we should even have an enclosed suburb if access can be gained through these properties. Some problems will 
remain due to the limitations of authority. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 Will opening Hampton create a desirable escape route? 
No more than Letaba is currently, Hampton is not a closed road it is in fact open 14hours. As explained currently there is no 
indication of crime at the points of vehicle access as opposed to the pedestrian gates where there is every indication. 
Should closing the one create a problem at the other it is a simple task to reverse the decision. We would however have 
tried to address the pedestrian gate problems which are proven risks in relation to incidents. 

 How will you apply to COJ for closure of pedestrian gates? 
 With regard to the opening of Hampton Court 24/7 and locking the Satara and Canterbury Pedestrian Gates detailed 

in paragraph 2, what is Plan B should the City of Joburg Decline to Approve the Application for such? 
There is a formal application under the Enclosure Policy outlining the requirements and process for such an application. The 
new board, if they so choose, will apply in accordance with the legal requirements. Should it be declined we will not 
implement the change as it would not be allowed. 

 Why are we creating more access point after dark? 
The closure of the pedestrian gates will in effect create less access points focused on the specific modus operandi of the 
current criminal incidents. (from 5 to 3 or 5 to 2 dependent on Jukskei) 
 

Patrols (response vehicles) 

 If our ADT clients fall below their limit we will lose the current response vehicle and be back to one? Can this cause a 
problem? 
Yes, thus we will never be worse off than we currently are. We will however in most situations be better off by having both 
the vehicle attached to the community contract and the one attached to the individual memberships. What we are 
preventing is the loss of our only vehicle by numbers dropping below the threshold currently in place. Further to this we will 
never be locked into a supplier due to the effort it would take to move all individual contracts to new providers. We, as 
individuals will be totally independent of community requirements in relation to our personal choice of security at our 
homes, and vice versa. 

 Has this worked successfully in other communities? Suggestion: Balance Tech with human sources. 
Every element of the recommendations the sub-committee has put forward, is successfully working in other communities. 
As with any system there will always be human elements who, if effective, ensures the success of these technological 
systems. Those communities most successful in not only the operations but succession, are those who use technology to 
reduce human dependency on function but use the human component on evaluation and analytics. This way the system is 
not dependent on individuals allowing for easy transfer of control from one service provider to the other, one board to 
another etc. However the system is never left to the limited evaluative and analytical ability of technology which, in 
security, requires the expert skills of trained professionals. We are suggesting making the technology work within the 
control of skilled people. 

 Why have reaction units when community prefers deterrent options as opposed to capturing criminals, keeping guns out of 
the community? 
We apologise but we did not understand where this information comes from. In none of our communications and sources 
of information was it ever said that the community does not want reaction units or that they want to avoid armed response 
or capturing of criminals? Our information is that the community and board are careful to maintain current numbers to 
ensure they retain the current armed response. The feedback on WhatsApp groups highlight the disappointment with not 
apprehending the criminals. We understand this in relation to not wanting shoot-outs. This is however not an automatic 
result of having armed reaction and can be procedurally controlled. 

LPR (Licence Plate Recognition) 

 Is there any positive case outcome of Snipr work from suppliers and SAPS in our nearby Johannesburg region? 
Absolutely, Sandton SAPS has confirmed various arrests, most notoriously three members of the Rolex gang. Buccleuch has 
had the system the longest and their statistics was viewed by members of the sub-committee. They also physically showed 
the full system and operation to some of the committee. This was then verified with the Sandton SAPS who is in full 
support. Subsequently several of the local security companies attended a demonstration evening and most have adopted 
the system including our current supplier. 

 Is the one option to remain as is with perhaps rented surveillance technology added? 
Yes, this would be part of the new board and RFP options in the final decision made based on review of all the information, 
data sheets, quotations etc. 

 LPR is not a fail-safe system vehicles were caught with multiple number plates before. 
Absolutely correct, it is a proven tool to improve our security and allow for alerts of those vehicles flagged. Currently we 
have no vehicles flagged and would not have a chance of knowing when criminal elements enter our neighbourhood 

 Why have LPR on outgoing as well as incoming lanes. 
For the express reason stated in the previous question. Various vehicles change number plates and it would assist to run the 
plates entering and leaving the community. The cost saving is minimal dependent on how you rig the camera system (one 
pole with all or multiple poles) and it is one of the components which can be built from one to two dependent on need. 
 



 

 

 It is our understanding that FADT will be installing a LPR system at each of the booms free of charge, why pay? 
 It is to be noted that FADT are installing LPR Cameras at both our Vehicle Entrances and all along Bowling Avenue with 

further plans to roll same out on Arterial Roads in SAPS Sector 1 and other areas at no cost 
Based on the quotes we received during or investigation those suppliers, including FADT, who will be putting in their own 
CCTV and LPR infrastructure will still charge rental. FADT indicated that the rental will not be charged in the case of 
renewing our guarding contract with them, we will however still be paying the monthly monitoring fees. If we compare 
apples with apples the following will be the math: 
R60 000.00 average cost for current guarding as is 
R64 000.00 average cost for a dedicated patrol vehicle 
R7 000.00 average cost for monitoring of the FREE LPR cameras at both Letaba and Hampton 
R13 000.00 average cost for monitoring of the FREE CCTV cameras for 10 (cameras not poles) 
TOTAL COST OF FULL SOLUTION R144 000.00 per month x24 month contract =R3, 456,000.00 
 
The recommended quotes and system as investigated will compare as follows: 
R60 000.00 average cost for current guarding changed to 1 less guard than current 
R0.00 average cost for a dedicated patrol vehicle (as it is included in the guarding instead of one guard) 
R0.00 average cost for LPR camera monitoring as it is included in current guarding charged 
R0.00 average cost for CCTV camera monitoring as it is included in current guarding charged 
TOTAL COST OF FULL SOLUTION R60 000.00 per month x24 (month to month contract) =R1, 440,000.00 
TOTAL COST OF INFRASTRUCTURE (self-owned) R246, 535.87 
TOTAL SPENT ON SAME SERVICE OVER SAME PERIOD R1, 686,535.87 
 
Additional to this analysis consider that the “Free” FADT system will continue the monthly costs with increases for as long as 
the community contracts with them. If the community decides not to continue with their guarding there will be the 
additional rental charges per month or they will remove the infrastructure. They may even keep it in place, we will however 
be forced to install our own or contract with another rental provider. Either way we will not have any say over the use, 
distribution or utilisation of footage. 
 
Most importantly though is the consideration that we do not want to build a long-term system dependent on our ability 
to service monthly costs. Our ability to currently pay for the suppliers is 100% dependent on the contributing members of 
the community (monthly levies), these are voluntary and requires a very careful balance of what is affordable. We are 
also blessed with a “collector” who, regardless of opinion, manages to maintain an unheard off collection rate. When we 
now build a system requiring extensive monthly additional cost, thus increase in levies, we create a system which may 
fall apart in totality the moment contributions drop. The contemplated cost is in our analysis not a long term viable 
solution in maintaining both our level of security and our ability to pay for it. 
 

CCTV 

 Please supply the map of the CCTV poles proposed. 
The “smile face” is where the 7 high risk cameras are recommended and the stars are where expansion would be suggested 
if ultimately we wanted the whole neighbourhood covered. 

 

 



 

 

 Do the majority of the community agree CCTV solutions are even necessary? 
The reality is that the majority of the community are not represented on any individual platform (email, WhatsApp, sms). 
We are working on the assumption that the majority want CCTV based on the sample represented in the Survey and 
meeting last year and those on the Security WhatsApp group. It would be up to the board to update their records to fully 
represent the 267 approximate households in full. As the sub-committee we focused on the community represented on the 
WhatsApp group and the information we were provided.  

 What are the technical requirements of the homes who would support the CCTV? 
This would be dependent on the ultimate solution chosen and would only apply if we are not able to utilise the 
Vumatel connections we are supposed to get for free. Due to this not having been substantiated in writing with a full 
explanation of what ‘for Free’ means, we recommend at this stage to connect to willing neighbours at or near the 
identified high risk spots. It is verified that a 20mb upload and 20mb download uncapped fibre would be preferable. 
The full specifications of total implementation proposal will be in the RFP for those quoting on this option. A list of 
concerns and recommendations have been made from various feedback and industry expert recommendations to 
allow for evaluation of each supplied option. 

 Will Homeowners at those specific identified Locations be approached for installations? 
Yes, if that is the eventual decision of the new board based on the recommendations and outcome of the RFP. 

 It is to be noted that Vumatel are contractually bound to a total of twenty-four free Connections to CCTV Poles and/or 
Guard Houses. Has this been taken into account in the planning? 
Yes and no. It has been noted and would be first prise, it however needs to be established as to how this is free as the 
committee has not been able to get anything in writing to explain both the infrastructure establishment cost and 
monthly cost associated with the free connections. 

 With regard to essentially the CCTV with SSP Specification Changes like Software and Equipment, will additional Costs 
be incurred each time we change SSP if we own the Infrastructure? 
No, the new service provider simply needs their radio transmitters replacing the previous. Those we recommend 
stated that this is usually at their cost in order to secure the client. 

 Under what legal premise can we use CCTV footage without registration? 
Under none, this is in no way the recommendation. Monitoring will be done and managed under the POPI act by authorised 
service providers duly registered in accordance with the security industry regulation act, 2001 (Act No.56 of 2001). Such 
acts also allows for police cleared community policing forum members forming part of a specific security system to share in 
the information, obviously with the expectation of these members following the stipulations of use. This is currently in 
practice in Buccleuch under full approval of the Sandton SAPS as far as it being compliant. In fact our current practice of 
monitoring by members of the community without certification and distributing footage on open forums are contrary to 
the legislative rules. 

 How can you guarantee power and data uptime? 
No system can guarantee power and data uptime. We recommend having a system that, worst case scenario, at least works 
most of the time as opposed to no system at all. Further as explained earlier the system is suggested to operate 
“independently” in that one camera or pole going down does not result in all going down. If all fibre to the neighbourhood 
goes down or all electricity goes down the system will operate until back up power stops or back up devices are full. In an 
event such as this there is no solution until power or data is restored. 

 Confirm that suppliers are willing to work with and monitor a system they don’t own? 
This is 100% confirmed by various suppliers we worked with in our investigation and pricing. In fact out of the service 
providers we worked with there was not one who was not able to fully facilitate our recommended system into their 
established infrastructure/control room setups. There are obviously those who procedurally prefer not to. 

 Why pay for our own when VumaCam is installing all over JHB for free? 
The pricing we received shows a rental per camera payable to VumaCam of R1500.00 to R2500.00. This is a rental of the 
equipment only and you are still required to pay your security service provider a monitoring cost in addition to this. On one 
quote we would pay R20 000.00 per month to VumaCam just for CCTV before paying R7 to R13 thousand rand to monitor. 
Further to this the footage is only viewed, in order for our security provider to request the actual footage they need to 
comply with all sorts of different VumaCam regulations. As stated this is an option, just not one we recommend due to the 
high monthly recurring costs. 

 Please advise if the proposed cameras for our community surveillance include technology such as passive infra-red, infra-
red or thermal hardware? 
Yes, the cameras proposed have to have the hardware to run the alerts. To detect the specifications the cameras must have 
passive infra-red in addition to software analytics and to properly record viewable footage in both day and night situations 
the camera must have thermal capabilities to the highest level ensuring analytical ability of the software. Each service 
provider quoting on this project is required to include full specifications of their hardware and software. The RFP evaluation 
committee will obviously ensure that the hardware complies with the technical specs required. Where the information is 
not clear the process allows the committee to request the information or interview the supplier ensuring comprehensive 
evaluation. 
 
 
 



 

 

 In our experience, if Service Providers don’t have an invested financial and/or emotional interest in a project (like not owning 
the hardware or only being used for a portion of their service offering), their service delivery is lacking and the blame game 
is unfortunately played at most critical times. 
This is why we recommend a self-owned system combined with a very specific SLA and a three month termination clause. 
It allows us to change the service provider who would consider playing such games. The SLA establishes the requirements 
and the standard of those, failure to ad hear to their responsibilities will result in notice allowing for correction over the 
three months or termination if they fail to correct. The ability to view the system and data, instead of being cut out the 
system, further allows suitably authorised and certified members on our board to review claimed system impacts instead 
of being reliant on he said, she said. 

 How will CCTV Surveillance deliver the same service as guards stopping vehicles driven by strangers, bearing in mind 
that a Stolen Vehicle leaving the community would most likely not yet have been reported Stolen in which case any 
Footage will be reactive? 
It will not give the same service which is why the guard is still in place and is better able to view and monitor visually 
now that he is not required to spend most of the time on operating booms. The CCTV Surveillance will allow for 
determining the factors around the theft and supply evidence for prosecution in such a case. 
 
System related 
 

 Who monitors what? 
The service provider with the applicable PSIRA certification in accordance with the security industry regulation act, 2001 
(Act No.56 of 2001) has to monitor the systems, this also ensures the skills level to optimise the analytics and evaluation of 
the content. In addition the community will have CPF members who are police cleared and registered with the SAPS (those 
patrolling our neighbourhood) and similarly cleared board members directly responsible for security who will at times be 
given data from the systems as is necessary in an event or after an event. None of the systems are allowed to monitor 
private homes, this is not even currently legal, and thus no person’s privacy will be put at risk. The whole system and 
guarding is focused on securing and monitoring public spaces by legally qualified and authorised persons. (This has been 
verified in operation)  

 How operable are the new systems in bad weather and/or at night? What is the backup plan for system failures? 
In relation to the boom automation we have addressed such operations in a previous question. In relation to the CCTV 
system and LPR system everything works on back up batteries for electrical outages. In addition to the financial 
considerations the structure of the recommended system is like “puzzle pieces” specifically to allow for operation of the 
system independent of any one component being down or faulty. Not one person can guarantee that there will not be 
problems either technically or operationally. Our best solution is to build a system which works in synergy but is not 
interdependent, allowing for most of the system to continuously work while addressing any individual faults. 

 I assume the system leans heavily on the Vuma Fibre network. Do they form part of the ‘deal’? If not do they guarantee 
anything? A system failure (or even load shedding) on their end that could last a week would put us in serious jeopardy.  
The system is dependent on fibre as the use of other forms of data supply is financially not viable on a monthly basis (for the 
interest of the non-tech neighbours, we will need a sim card loaded with data every month for every single camera 
instillation). Vumacam is required to supply us with dedicated points in the neighbourhood at their cost, we will however 
then be required to connect and pay for a fibre line to every such point (7 to 8). The alternative is the connection to the 
community member’s current fibre. Vumatel and Vumacam are not part of the sub-committee recommendation but will 
form part of the options the board will consider when deciding the implementation of any of the options. The decision will 
definitely be based on the lowest monthly cost with the most secure connection to expertly support the function. As to 
extended down time due to system failure, we are vulnerable to this in any of the options as the systems are dependent on 
power and have limited back up facilities, we have not found any system currently available able to mitigate this factor. 

 Do any of our ZFHOA ‘neighbours’ run similar systems that would allow tactical information sharing in a crisis? 
Yes, and many of the neighbours are already sharing such information, although currently mainly by WhatsApp, email and 
key individuals. 

 Could the system be expanded to allow for personal driveway/boundary cameras (instead of extra poles & cameras) to join 
the wider network? 
Yes, the legal requirement will however apply in that you, as the owner, will have to give the service provider access to that 
camera (dependent on if your personal system can isolate cameras) and you will no longer be allowed to view that camera. 
So although possible we do not expect many residents able or willing to approach it from this option. 

 Will the technology evolve too rapidly and what would software upgrades cost? 
The concerns received from suppliers and those in the community who specialise in this field have been added to the 
evaluation requirements. It is however clear from the majority feedback and information received from industry experts 
that the technology is not expected to evolve too rapidly and that most current systems, especially those being considered, 
are designed to add on to rather than be replaced. Dependent on the system, most of those proposed have a 5 year free 
upgrade license attached to ensure we have no additional cost concerns for at least this period. After this period the 
upgrades will be implemented dependent on the community need for the additional development, choosing not to upgrade 
or not being able to upgrade, will not prevent the system from functioning it will only limit the system to established 
functionality. 



 

 

 Have you looked at cloud based surveillance where hardware is not needed? 
Yes, unfortunately there is various problems with these ranging from clashes with local laws to functional usability, image 
clarity, monitoring capabilities etc. These are however included and was added to by feedback from community members. 
All of this will be supplied and evaluated by the new board as part of the evaluation and implementation process. 

 Can it be proven that these systems would have stopped the crime which occurred in the suburb? 
With all due respect, this question is self-evident. No-one can guarantee anything in relation to security, if this was possible 
a full proof system would already be in place in most communities. What can be said is that the lack of some of our 
recommended systems definitely did not stop it from occurring. 

 Is renting-to-own or proof-of-concept an option? 
There is the option to rent only and the option to own (our recommendation) there are no comprehensive solutions in 
either a rent-to-own or proof-of-concept option. Although elements are available in this option we will still be required to 
pay for installation or operation to allow the rent-to-own component to operate. 
 
Contract / service provider 
 

 Will the appointment of service provider be based on their proven performance and commitments 
Absolutely 

 Why would you consider short contract periods 
The contracts will be identical to 24 month contracts on all aspects, especially those related to increases and SLA 
requirements. The only part of the contract that will be “month to month” or rather three months as that will be the 
termination notice, will be the contract termination clause. This flexibility allows us to change if necessary without having to 
wait years to do so. It also ads a bit of pressure to the service provider as they have more incentive to maintain high levels 
of service throughout the period. We are essentially asking the prospective suppliers to “back themselves”. The actual 
contracts are carefully scrutinised and negotiated to ensure the intentions of the community and the protection of the 
community. 

 How will Costs be escalated on a month-to-month Contract? We ask as currently, on our own month-to-month   service 
contracts, increases occur more frequently than annually. 
To clarify the proposed contract is a 24 month contract as we currently sign, it has a SLA, an increase term and limit, 
a fixed cost schedule etc. The termination clause however states that the board can terminate the contract at any 
point with three month notice. Ultimately the board would develop the contract specifications to include all 
requirements and be most beneficial to the community, we are simply pointing out that we have suppliers willing to 
work on these terms and would recommend this to avoid long term lock in with inferior suppliers. The further benefit 
we see is that these suppliers obviously back themselves and that we avoid having to pay out long term contracts in 
the event that we are either unable to afford continuation of the contract or lose our enclosure. 

 Based on the numbers of private subscriptions can we not conclude that FADT is the community choice?(197) 
We found that residents were encouraged to sign up with FADT as a result of the need to maintain the required numbers 
to receive the dedicated response vehicle. The argument for and against FADT was not our focus as in fact the community 
wants the best security infrastructure and service provider based on cost, performance and stability. To determine the exact 
choice of the community in relation to service providers a door to door auditable survey would be required. In our 
investigation we encountered as many people demanding their removal as we have demanding their retention. The 
emotional investment seems to definitely be more in the staff than the company, but once again this is an opinion based 
on a small section of the community. 

 Will new service provider have the same large footprint as FADT? 
This depends on the ultimate supplier selected by the new board. But, yes, those we would recommend as alternative have 
similar if not larger footprint in our immediate area. 

 It is understood that there may be more than one service provider operation? This concerns us as: A. which SSP will 
be accountable for the sequence of events that led to an incident within my property? B. Which SSP will be 
accountable for responding to an incident in the community? 
Most of the service providers we spoke to over the last nine months confirmed that they regularly work together and 
have very good relationships. The response in the community areas would be led by the community contract holder 
with the other service providers backing up if they so inclined (most do as the information sharing assists them to 
service their clients). If the incident is at a private residence the lead will be taken by the provider the resident is 
contracted with, with back up from the community contract holder. Where private residents have no supplier the lead 
is always taken by the community contract holder unless the resident refuses assistance. Responsibility and 
accountability is clear in relation to area of incident. Just for clarity, based on community members who are not 
individually signed up with FADT, this will not be a new occurrence as it is in practice and has been since starting 
community contracts. 

 Will we be required to change SSP for our Private Contract every time the community changes SSP? 
No this is why we recommend the change to include the reaction vehicle in the community guarding. It is then the 
private individuals own choice as to who they use and the board never needs to get a whole community to move 
providers. This prevents the community from being locked into specific providers to maintain communal services. 
 



 

 

 Community Access, Response and Guarding, are the Prices quoted for 4 X 12-Hour Shift Grade C Guards and a 
Dedicated Patrol Vehicle sustainable long term or can we expect Cost ad on and increases?  
There is a security industry increase each year in September. All companies in the industry apply these and in general 
they stay within the same percentages to avoid losing clients. Other than the contractual limitations we apply as usual 
these will be the only expected increases. Additional cost should not be applicable other than on items listed as 
additional (additional guards on request etc.). 

 Do the prices quoted meet the Minimum Remuneration Requirements of PSIRA? We ask as it is our Obligation to 
ensure such and/or report non-compliance to PSIRA. 
Yes, and it is audited annually for certification. 
 
In relation to current security measures 
 

 If wanting to move service provider, is current infrastructure compatible with new company?  
Most of the current infrastructure is compatible with most of the service providers who were offered the opportunity to 
participate in the RFP process. As the community has been running different initiatives over quite some years, there is 
obviously some items which are no longer technologically viable. The majority of the infrastructure is however recently 
implemented and compatible. 
The individual contracts with service providers are usually compatible as it is only the radio transmitter (telling your system 
where to send the alerts) which will need to be replaced. For very old systems there may be a recommendation to upgrade 
which they usually do within the monthly contribution. It should however be stressed that individuals will not be required to 
move to facilitate a community provider. 

 How will the 8 ZFHOA owned Reolink Wi-Fi Cameras and one Bushnell be incorporated in the Roll-out? Will these 
continue to be deployed in HOT SPOTS? 
This is a question for the board, we recommend that these be used in public areas and linked to the service provider 
for monitoring to ensure compliance on a legal basis. We would suggest not using them where they view private 
homes, even where the properties are problems or not occupied, legally this is not allowed and neither is the 
monitoring by individuals without certification. 

 Will access by neighbours be granted to a new service provider? 
 Has any thought been given to the current agreement with the Country Club Johannesburg (CCJ) that allows us to 

Patrol and Respond to Incidents on the almost 2.8 km ZFHOA / CCJ Boundary, that was the launch point for over 
EIGHTY Incidents in 2014, 2015 and 2016, should we NOT retain the same SSP as CCJ? 
The relationship with the neighbours are with the community and not isolated to the service provider. The access was not 
granted the current service provider because they went to ask, it was granted to the service provider because the 
relationship of the community with the neighbours. This relationship is upheld by the board whose members are involved 
and have relationships with various neighbours. The only reason such access would be denied to alternative providers is if 
the providers are not legally compliant (which supplier we would not consider in any event) or if those with the current 
relationship choose to propose limitations on new or alternate suppliers. We need to consider that the access is not only a 
benefit to our community but to our neighbour’s as well. This will however depend on the outcome of conversations once 
options are available. 

 Does the new proposal cover our known areas of weakness eg. Bowling and CCJ boundary?  
Current infrastructure and operations are focused on these boundaries. All of the movable bullet cameras and the motions 
sensor cameras currently in operation is on the CCJ boundary. The recent installation of the CCTV cameras is at Satara 
pedestrian gate with the CCTV system also at Letaba. The current operations use the dedicated response vehicle to monitor 
Bowling and access CCJ to patrol the CCJ boundary. This is in operation and effective. This system will remain in place with 
the improvement of connecting the monitoring of some of these current items to the relevant service provider for both 
legal and operational requirements. The sub-committee recommendations do not aim to eliminate any of the current 
structures it is specifically focused on improving on current structures by building onto it and updating it. 
 
Voting / funds / phases 
 

 If we already contributed to the 2014 proposal will we be required to contribute again? 
The board has committed to discuss the 2014 collections and spend at the AGM. We can confirm that none of the phases 
contemplated in that proposal was ever completed due the lack of eventual contributions. The items which were 
purchased, mainly in the CCTV section, will be incorporated into current and suggested infrastructure. The community will 
be required to view the new proposal as separate, in financial terms. 

 What if all money is not collected, what is alternative? 
 Pensioners in the community may be limited with what they can contribute. 

Previously projects and initiatives have been hindered and at times failed due to funds. There is obviously very little 
assurance as to the community’s ability and willingness to contribute. This is why the sub-committee has devised a 
recommendation under which we are able to build a system. From the first contribution we are able to install parts of the 
system, which immediately will be operational independent of the remainder of the installation. In simple terms, if we only 
collect enough for two or three CCTV poles, those poles can be immediately implemented and will be operational regardless 



 

 

of the other poles still to be added. We are then able to wait for more contributions or fundraising, donations or saving 
initiatives to build the system over time. The whole operations of our community is voluntary and totally dependent on the 
people in the community as such the sub-committee found that any options based on financial security and “all or nothing” 
options would be disappointing if solutions are not deliverable due to shortfalls in funding. 

 Will there be scaled options to vote on at the AGM, perhaps at reduced cost? 
At the AGM we are asking the community to vote on the WHAT, this refers only to the additional scopes to our current 
infrastructure and services. The community will vote whether they want the different options and whether they will 
contribute an additional levy or monthly levy for this. What actually gets implemented, the WHO and HOW is then 
determined by the RFP evaluation committee and ultimately the new board based on the full information and funds. 

 If we have to phase in the options what would be first? Will CCTV be first? 
Our suggestion, and based on feedback the preference of the community, would be to start with CCTV as it is the aspect 
which currently has the least security already in place. It is also the system best able to “plug and play” allowing for 
immediate implementation regardless of quantities. The actual implementation will however be decided by the new board 
once clarity is gained from the voting, funding and tendering process.  

 Motivate the expectation that 100% of the community would contribute? 
There is no such expectation in the least. In actual fact the lack of funding has been cited as the main reason why previous 
such proposals have not managed to effectively implement the proposed solutions. For this reason our recommendation 
was for the board to raise an additional value on the monthly levy and dedicate these fund to the recommendation. We 
further felt that the savings we propose on the current expenditure be allocated to this fund. As the recommended system 
is specifically designed to build on itself this will guarantee that continued progress is made until completion, instead of 
everything failing due to funding. It is only on advice from board administration that we were advised to ask for the special 
levy. In any regard the new board will determine whether they would ask for an increase in monthly levies or whether they 
would rely on the special levy. 

 How will you spend the funds when not collecting 100% especially when a. neighbours have contributed for specific 
spending and b. the initiatives have not been prioritised? 
As explained the recommendation relies on once off or gradual funding and will continue until complete if this is the 
recommendation the new board eventually adopts. The priority will be established by the community or the new board 
they select. Our recommendation is to establish the small changes to the current guarding as this does not require any 
additional funding of any kind and in fact can be achieved at significantly less monthly expenditure than current. Use the 
savings and additional monthly levy to create a surplus to use in implementing the new infrastructure in order of priority. 

 Not all concerns listed has been addressed by the sub-committee (problem properties, better communication, and lighting 
of parks….) 
The sub-committee are five neighbours who volunteered to look into the security options and concerns of their fellow 
neighbours who had concerns but not necessarily the time to. The committee decided to look at the suggested systems of 
security more than the non-actionable items. The problem properties were identified and is being patrolled by the guardian 
group being developed. The lighting of the parks have been on the boards agenda, which they addressed. Interim solutions 
such as a list of private CCTV and optimisation of current services were initiated as short term efforts while working on the 
security recommendations. At no point was it the intention of this group to take over the responsibilities for the whole 
community as we are simply not authorised to that extent. The focus and purpose was always the investigation of the 
community suggested solutions in security infrastructure and process. 
 
 

Thank you to everyone contributing to this effort from the WhatsApp concern to the evaluations. 


